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This article is dedicated to Prof. Adrian Carabineanu - the math teacher,
scientific researcher, colleague and friend. We aim to analyze his activ-
ity and present some facts that made him a remarkable and exemplary
person. In his scientific activity, Prof. Adrian Carabineanu tried to con-
struct, for real problems, mathematical models that lead to mathemati-
cal problems that can be analytically solved. His favorite method was to
reduce a fluid mechanics problem to a problem of conformal mappings
or to a problem of solving an integral equation. It is true that not all
the problems can be solved in this manner, but there are many of them
that can be. His published papers include a large variety of problems
that were analyzed and solved by using such a method. In this article,
besides presenting Professor’s Carabineanu life, we will review some of
his scientific ideas as they result from his published articles.

1. SHORT CV

Born on February 25th, 1953 in Bucharest, Adrian - the second child of Elena
and Ştefan Carabineanu - was raised in an environment with many contrasts. His
father, Ştefan Carabineanu - a demanding and pretty tough man - was a very pas-
sionate bibliophile and had a house full of interesting books. This has led Adrian
to lecture in most diverse areas. His mother, Elena Carabineanu was a very calm
and patient woman, dedicated to her boys. His older brother, Marcel Carabineanu,
is an electronics engineer who initially worked at IFA Măgurele, then emigrated to
Canada.

After spending two years in a high school from his neighborhood, Adrian followed
his great passion for mathematics and continued his studies at Gheorghe Lazăr High
School (National College nowadays) from Bucharest where he achieved very good
results. After graduating in 1972, contrary to the will of the parents and especially
of the father who wanted to see him an engineer, Adrian enrolled and attended the
courses of Faculty of Mathematics from the University of Bucharest between 1972
and 1976; being a very good student, he also received during this period a scholarship
to study at Lomonosov University from Moscow. Adrian obtained his ”specializa-
tion“ in Fluid Mechanics and Astronomy in 1977, and got his PhD in Mathematics in
1983, under the supervision of Acad. Caius Iacob, with the thesis ”Contributions to
the study of fluid motions with free surface“. Ten years later, the Romanian Academy
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granted him the ”Spiru Haret“ Award for his work and contributions to the domain of
fluid mechanics.

After teaching mathematics at Dimitrie Bolintineanu High School of
Bucharest for almost a decade Prof. Adrian Carabineanu followed the advices of
academicians Caius Iacob and Lazăr Dragoş and joined the Department of Mechan-
ics and Equations from the Faculty of Mathematics, University of Bucharest in 1986
where he will carry out his didactic activity for the rest of his life. Over the years,
he thought courses and seminars of Theoretical Mechanics, Gas Dynamics, Filtration
Theory, Magnetohydrodynamics, Aerodynamics, Distribution Theory, Special Math-
ematics, Partial Differential Equations, Algorithms and Data Structures. In 1995, he
joined the Institute of Applied Mathematics of Romanian Academy (known nowa-
days as ”Gheorghe Mihoc-Caius Iacob“ Institute of Mathematical Statistics and Ap-
plied Mathematics) as a part time Scientific Researcher. In the time period 1997 -
2003 he was a part time Associate Professor at the Valahia University in Târgovişte.

He left this world on May 3, 2016, after having fight against a strong illness.

2. SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS

In this article, we do not intend to review all the papers published by Prof. Adrian
Carabineanu. An almost complete list with his publications is given at References,
where we tried to group them on subjects, so that one can have a clear image of his
scientific activity. Instead, we review a subject that we appreciate it was his favorite,
the oscillatory motion of a wing, and we summarize some results obtained in domain
of aerodynamics of Savonius turbine and crack propagation.

2.1. THE LIFTING SURFACE THEORY.
OSCILLATORY MOTION

The oscillatory motion is a subject very reach in aplication, especially in aero-
elasticity and in the study of aquatic animal motion. It can be analized in the frame
of lifting surface theory. In the lifting surface theory, the main assumption is that the
wing is a thin body which can be approximated by a surface and it induces a small
perturbation to the basic flow. Consequently, one can assume that the perturbed fields
satisfy a linear Euler equation. In what follows, we assume that all variables are di-
mensionless. Let v, p, thereafter all variables are dimensionless, be the perturbed
field of the velocity and pressure, respectively. The linear Euler equations for a com-
pressible fluid can be written as

M2∂ p+ div v = 0
∂ v + grad p = 0

, (1)

where M is the Mach number. The expression of the derivative operator ∂ depends
on the contextual problem. In the case of uniform at infinity upstream flow, ∂ is
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Fig. 1.: A finite span wing in a uniform flow. The first row of pictures corresponds
to a fixed wing, while the second row of pictures corresponds to an oscillating one. If
the wing is close to the ground surface (the right column of pictures), then the effect
of ground must be taken into account.

given by

∂ =
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x

and in the case of steady motion, one has

∂ =
∂

∂x
.

The case of incompressible fluid motion can be obtained from (1) by considering
M = 0.

Let
z = h(x, y, t), (x, y) ∈ D (2)

be the perturbing surface. On the surface, the fluid is slipping so that the velocity
must satisfy

∂h(x, y, t)

∂t
+
∂h(x, y, t)

∂x
= w(x, y, 0, t), (3)

wherew is theOz component of the velocity field. At infinity upstream, the perturbed
fields vanish

lim
x→−∞

(v, p) = 0. (4)

The entire lifting surface theory lays on the equations (1–4). Given that there are
many applications, the subject was analyzed by many researchers and there is a huge
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To take into account the ground effect, one considers a

symmetric wing with respect to the wall. The wing is

located at z = 0, the wall at z = −χ and the symmetric

profile at z = −2χ. The equation of the wing is z =

h(x, y) exp iωt, (x, y) ∈ D.

Fig. 2.: An oscillatory wing in the presence of ground surface.

literature devoted to it. We refer here only to the monography Mathematical Meth-
ods in Aerodymanics by Lazăr Dragoş, Kluwer Academic Publishers and Publishing
House of the Romanian Academy, 2003, the English translation by Prof. Adrian
Carabineanu. A very elegant way to investigate several applications is to build up the
fundamental solution of the mathematical model using Fourier transform. Knowing
of the fundamental solutions allows one to reduce the problem of determining the
unknowns fields v and p to solving an integral equation with singular kernel.

This is this domain where Prof. Adrian Carabineanu has contributed in a substan-
tial way. He has obtained new quadrature formulas and he was able to numerical
determine the velocity and pressure fields. The oscillatory motion of a lifting surface
was analyzed in papers as [2], [6], [8], [10], [11], [13],[14], [19]. To accomplish
the relevance and the beauty of the subject, we expose here the case of the oscilla-
tory wing in the vicinity of the ground surface. The main ideas follow the previously
cited papers. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible. One replaces the wing with a
force distribution f+ = (0, 0, f exp iωt), (x, y) defined on the wing and with a sym-
metric distribution f− = (0, 0,−f exp iωt), (x, y) defined on the symmetric wing.
The Euler equation (1) has the form

div v = 0,(
∂

∂t
+

∂

∂x

)
v + grad p = (fδ(x− ξ+)− fδ(x− ξ−)) exp iωt,

(5)

and the slip condition

w(x, y, 0, t) = (∂xh(x, y) + iωh) exp iωt.

On the wall z = −χ
w(x, y,−χ, t) = 0.
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We search a solution of the form

v = ṽ(x, y, z) exp iωt, p = p̃(x, y, z) exp iωt. (6)

The steady fields (thereafter we drop the tilde) satisfy

div v = 0,

iωv +
∂

∂x
v + grad p = (fδ(x− ξ+)− fδ(x− ξ−)) .

(7)

The slip condition reads as:

w(x, y, 0) = ∂xh(x, y) + iωh.

By using Fourier transform, the partial differential equations are transformed into an
algebraic system

−iα · v̂ = 0,
iωv̂ − iα1v̂ − iαp̂ = fExp(α, ξ+, ξ−),

(8)

where we use the notation

Exp(α, ξ+, ξ−) := (exp(iα · ξ+)− exp(iα · ξ−)).

The equations can be easy solved and one obtains

p̂ = iα3f
Exp(α, ξ+, ξ−)

|α|2
,

ŵ = −fExp(α, ξ+, ξ−)

iα1 − iω
− iα3iα3f

iα1 − iω

Exp(α, ξ+, ξ−)

|α|2
.

(9)

Then, performing the inverse Fourier transform, one obtains the solutions

p(x, y, z) = − 1

4π

∫ ∫
D

f(ξ, η)
∂

∂z

(
1

R+
− 1

R−

)
dξdη,

w(x, y, z) =

∫ ∫
D

f(ξ, η)e−ix0ωH(x0) (δ(y0, z)− δ(y0, z + 2χ)) dξdη+

+

∫ ∫
D

f(ξ, η)e−ix0ωG(x0, y0, z, χ), dξdη

(10)
where

R+ =
√
x20 + y20 + z2, R− =

√
x20 + y20 + (z + 2χ)2,

G(x0, y0, z, χ) =
1

4π

∂2

∂z2

x0∫
−∞

eiωτ

[
1√

τ2 + y20 + z2
− 1√

τ2 + y20 + (z + 2χ)2

]
dτ,

x0 = x− ξ, y0 = y − η.
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With the exception of the domain Σ := D + (τ, 0), τ > 0, the wake of wing, the
component w of the velocity is a regular distribution given by the function

w(x, y, z) =

∫ ∫
D

f(ξ, η)e−ix0ωG(x0, y0, z, χ)dξdη. (11)

To determine the unknown function f : D → R, one imposes w to satisfies the
boundary conditions.

One can readily verify that

∂p

∂z
|z=−χ = 0, w(x, y,−χ) = 0.

To determine the unknown function f : D → R one imposes to w to satisfy the slip
condition. One evaluates the limit:

lim
z→0

G(x0, y0, z, χ) = − 1

4π

x0∫
−∞

eiωτ

[
1√

τ2 + y20
3 +

8χ2 − τ2 − y20√
τ2 + y20 + 4χ2

5

]
dτ.

As the integral is not convergent for y0 = 0, one must understand the integral in the
sense of finite part.

The slip condition can now be written as:

∂xh(x, y) + iωh =

∫ ∫ ◦
D
f(ξ, η)N(x0, y0)dξdη, (12)

where the kernel N(x0, y0) is given by

N(x0, y0) = − 1

4π
e−ix0ω

x0∫
−∞

eiωτ

[
1√

τ2 + y20
3 +

8χ2 − τ2 − y20√
τ2 + y20 + 4χ2

5

]
dτ

and ◦ denotes that the integral must be interpreted in the sense of the finite part.
In [2], the authors present a method to numerically solve the strong singular in-

tegral (12) and they obtained a very important result ... if the reduced frequency
surpasses a certain value, the average drag coefficient is negative, i.e. it appears a
propulsive force. We also notice that the propulsive force is bigger for χ = 1 than for
χ = 10, i.e. it is bigger when the oscillatory wing is closer to the floor.

We note that if the wall is far away, wing in a whole space, then the kernel of the
integral equation becomes

N(x0, y0) = − 1

4π
e−ix0ω

x0∫
−∞

eiωτ
1√

τ2 + y20
3dτ.

This case was analyzed in paper [14].
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Fig. 3.: Left picture: the bifurcation diagram in ‖ · ‖2 for Hammerstein equation: the
figure on the right side represents a zoom near the y-axis in order to better observe
the turning point. Right picture: the drag coefficients CD for the concave and convex
obstacles as functions of the measure m(λ)

2.2. THE SAVONIUS WIND TURBINE

As a short summary of [1], we recall that at the end of the XIXth century, Helmholtz
noticed that d’Alembert’s paradox (for the case of an ideal fluid, the solutions of the
motion equations indicate that the frictional force exerted by a fluid on a body moving
inside the fluid is zero) can be avoided even in the case of an ideal fluid if one con-
siders that a wake (a stagnation zone where the velocity vanishes and the pressure
remains constant) appears behind the obstacle. The mathematical fundamentals of
the wake were developed at the beginning of the XXth century (Levi-Civit, H. Villat)
and a special attention was payed to the Hammerstein integral equation (13) obtained
for the case of Helmholtz free boundary flow past an obstacle consisting of an arc of
circle, convex with respect to the direction of the uniform incoming stream

T (t) =
λ

π

∫ π

0
exp(−T (σ)) ln

sin
t+ σ

2

| sin t− σ
2
|
(1 + sinσ) sinσdσ. (13)

For this equation, theoretical (existence and uniqueness) and numerical results have
been obtained, but they are no longer valid for the case of an obstacle consisting of
an arc of a circle concave with respect to the direction of the input stream because the
integral operator no longer has the same properties as in the case of the convex arc of
a circle and the numerical methods already employed in the convex case do not work
for the concave one.

Developing an arclength numerical continuation algorithm based on a
Prediction-Correction method, it was possible to successfully investigate this case,
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improving and generalizing previous results from literature. The existence and unique-
ness of the solution were numerically confirmed, but only for positive values of the
parameter λ; for negative λ, it was emphasized the existence of a small critical value
λT ≈ −0.219 of this parameter (value corresponding to a turning point T ) above
which the equation admits two real and distinct solutions and below which the equa-
tion has no solution. These new results found for negative values of λ also offered the
opportunity to study an important technical application: the Savonius wind turbine
with the vertical axis and for which the cross section of a blade is an arc of circle. It
was mathematically obtained the optimal measure m(λ) of such an arc of circle for
which the difference between the friction coefficient for the concave blade and the
one for the convex blade is maximal. This measure corresponds in fact to the 110◦

angle (1.91986 rad) found experimentally in the literature and indicates the optimal
size of a pallet for which the moment of the aerodynamic force is maximum.

2.3. CRACK PROPAGATION

Starting from 1998, Adrian Carabineanu, together with Eduard-Marius Crăciun,
published three papers in the prestigious journal Computational Material Science re-
garding mathematical modelling of zero thickness antiplane interface cracks in pre-
stressed composite materials ( [55], [56], [57]) and one in Journal of Optoelectronics
and Advanced Materials ([59]). Using the theory of Cauchy’s integral and the nu-
merical analysis were determined the incremental stress and displacement fields in
the vicinity of the crack tips. The cases of elliptical type and parabolic type of incre-
mental antiplane shear forces were considered and were obtained the critical values
of the incremental stresses which were producing crack propagation and the crack
propagation direction. He delivered a very good formula for the numerical computa-
tion of the complex integrals employing Plemelj’s formulas and Cauchy’s integral.

We restrict our presentation to the above results. The References contain all the
papers published by Professor Carabineanu. We leave to the interested reader the
pleasure to study them.

3. THOUGHTS OF FAMILY AND FRIENDS

In order to present in a warmer way the personality of our colleague, we kindly
asked some persons that have known him to remind his personality in a few words.

Family. Maria, wife: ”He was a man of rarely encountered kindness and
gentleness, nobility of soul, generosity, modesty. He was always trying to help the
people around him, he did not want to upset or bother anyone: no one could argue
something with him. As a husband, father and grandfather, Adrian was very caring
and responsible. He was preoccupied how to pleasantly spend our free time, to visit
exciting places. He and I often went to the mountains with our girls, and later also
with our granddaughter Eva, to theater plays, museums etc... He sometimes took us
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with him at various conferences he attended (Plovdiv-Bulgaria, Ohrid-Macedonia,
Gratz-Austria, Lviv-Ukraina, Ankara-Turcia, CAIMs and many other more in Roma-
nia). He is the one who most often took Eva to the circus, children’s theater, skating,
violin and piano lessons. Though in great pain due to the disease that was crushing
him, his thoughts and care were still for us: he was repeatedly telling us that we
�must keep close�.”.

Elena, eldest daughter: ”It is said that every person in your life is a lesson, a gift or
a punishment. For me, my dad was a gift from which I had to learn countless lessons.
Maybe not all of them were at the right moment and I certainly did not finish learning
from him when he passed away, but I’m grateful I had someone to learn from.”

Ioana, youngest daughter: ”Adrian was a very thoughtful dad. I was his�Little
One�” - the English translation for the Romanian appellative�Micşunica�. At the
age of 13, when a serious health problem arose, he was the one who took me to the
hospital. At that time, I did a little ankle and knee surgery, and I asked him not to tell
about it to my mother in order to protect her. He understood and got very careful and
understanding with my health problem. During winters, he was the one joining me
for skating in the park or hiking in the mountains. He was my most devoted friend
and a loving father. I was very happy when I was hearing his voice. I will never
forget his jokes. I think and pray for him every night, asking for forgiveness for all
the mistakes I made. I miss him so much, I will always keep him in my soul for the
rest of my life.”

Friends. Victor Ţigoiu: “A delicate person (maybe too delicate for these times),
introverted and very stable in feelings. A person disposed to listen the other, to pay
an advice, to help. A person with a fine and contagious humour. These qualities
made him a very good colleague, an understanding professor, close to and devoted
to his students, and, last but not least, a reliable friend. Being very modest, he
regarded with surprise the proposal of his colleagues from the Faculty of Mathematics
of the University of Bucharest to be Head of his Department. And the times in which
he had this function were quite difficult! Then we found out that he had a major
problem of health. As a consequence, after a while, he asked to be replaced in that
function, because his health would not allow him to continue his activity as Head of
the Department in the rhythm and at the level he desired (and that were required at
that time). But even after this moment, he remained a person that you could rely on,
from which you could receive a wise and competent advice, that helped the students
and the PhD students with much patience and (where from, we wonder?) with a great
power of work. I am convinced that in this way he shows us that he accepted his faith
and that he is in peace with himself.

This was our colleague Adrian Carabineanu until his last moments of life.”

Andrei Halanay: “Adrian loved the mountains. He shared this passion with his
family and friends. There were numerous weekends when we went in groups to
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discover new routes on unmarked areas or to review the wonderful landscapes of
Bucegi, Baiului or Piatra Craiului. He was always ready to help if needed, picking up
from the luggage of or accompanying the ones left behind. Adrian loved his teaching
job. He always tried new paths, tried to make the complicated things understandable.
I miss him so much!”

Zaza Andreescu: “For me, Adrian was like a brother and a real friend. Thanks to
him, I roamed the mountains far and wide, I met wonderful people. He was a good
dancer, knew a lot of poems, and created ad-hoc verses. He was passionate of reli-
gion, geography, history, philosophy. The excursions he “thought” to go always had
a “sporting” and a “cultural” part. Stories? There are plenty... The trip to Omu Peak
when he forgot up there a pair of trousers and once arrived on Bucşoiu, he proposed
us to climb back to recover them. The New Year’s Eves at Slănic with projections on
the ad-hoc screens of fragments of famous operas chosen with great care and patience
etc. I always admired the respect and love he had for his wife, Maria, who had a great
admiration and amazement for the force he had it. I could write a novel about Adrian,
but I’m grabbing my cry, although I remember his colossal humor and a phrase that
became famous: �Life is complex, Zaza, real and imaginary!�”

Adriana Totoescu: “Adrian... was the friend who was answering to your call with
�Hey...� followed your name and that unforgettable joy in his voice. Adrian...
was the friend who was listening to your wishes, and was calling you back - even
after one year - to say, �Look, I now have the opportunity to fulfill your wish you
have described me. Do you still want?�. And you answer yes, impressed by his
gentleness. Adrian was the person who advocated for the University Solidarity in the
early 1990s and you could feel the pleasure in being in solidarity with him. Adrian
had an unequaled and fine humor that never hurt anyone. His humor was a joy to
everyone around.”

Mihaela Constantinescu: “Adrian. He was the friend who got me out long time
ago of the stalemate created by solving some arithmetic problems, total enigmas for
my fourth grade daughter at that time. Since my mind was perverted of too much
algebra at that time and was refusing to understand what he was trying to explain me,
he had a remark that I kept it for the last 30 years: �Come on, Mihaela, you’re not
stupid!�. He was the friend I’ve often sourly provoked to all sorts of talks, just to
spiritually enjoy myself with his fine, elegant, exquisite reactions. He was the friend
who has forever defined for me the concept of pure modesty. He was the friend who
brought up too many qualities for a single man. I really wish to play one more time a
bridge game together with his wife, Maria, somewhere, sometime...”

Anca Veronica Ion: “Prof. Adrian Carabineanu was a member of ROMAI (Ro-
manian Society of Applied and Industrial Mathematics) from the beginning of the
existence of this society (year 1992). In this quality I know him from the moment
I myself became a member of ROMAI, in 1993. Then, we were colleagues at the
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former Caius Iacob Institute of Applied Mathematics and, since 2008, in the actual
Gh. Mihoc - C. Iacob Institute of Mathematical Statistics and Applied Mathematics.

He participated in many of conferences organized by ROMAI, the CAIMs (Con-
ferences of Applied and Industrial Mathematics) that are held each year, in (or close
to) university towns of Romania, or at Chişinău, the capital of Republic of Moldova.
At this conferences, besides his good communications, we enjoyed the quality of his
spirit. Our conferences always end with an excursion, at places not only with a beau-
tiful nature, but also with historical significance. These excursions always offer to the
participants opportunities for nice conversations, for changing information and im-
pressions. In this context we enjoyed the culture, the quality of the information and
the wisdom of his thinking, as well as the qualities remarked by the other friends that
wrote their opinions above: the courtesy, the simplicity in behaviour, the humour, the
permanent disposition to help. In these excursions I met also a part of his family, i.e.
his wife, Maria and his youngest daughter, Ioana. Together they showed to form a
very harmonious family. I felt (and I still feel) deep sorrow for Maria, Elena, Ioana
and Eva (grand daughter, from Elena) that he left behind and that miss him. I hope
that they will find in the thoughts about him listed above some consolation.

May God give eternal rest in peace to our colleague and friend Adrian Cara-
bineanu!”
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